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AB+SOUND is a speaker which produces the sound by not adding visible devices to the environment. It can voice entire stiff 
surfaces of different materials, making them vibrate and turn them into great acoustic propagators for background music, 
sound messages, call systems and so on. Therefore, it will be possible to make false ceilings, walls, windows, furniture, ki-
tchen counters, tables and boat walls sound; this will make the sound-broadcasting much more captivating and enjoyable, 
regardless where the listener is.
It is a true revolution of the sound-broadcasting concept; it offers many advantages, given by the solution versatility, its 
neatness and invisibility, the installation ease, the homogeneity and the acoustic quality. AB+SOUND is a great aesthetic 
solution because it replaces the traditional speakers. Moreover, it works according to the principle of the flat diaphragm, 
transforming every surface in a “loudspeaker cone”. It is easy and quick to install because there is no need of holes, you just 
stick it to the involved surface. AB+SOUND is also “green”, because it can serve bigger spaces compared to the traditional 
speakers, for equal sound-broadcasting, considerably decreasing the electricity consumption. Available in passive version 
(with or without waterproof shell), 100V version (for standard or EVAC systems) and with Bluetooth receiver/amplifier.
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Operating voltage 100V

RMS power 20W

Transformer impedance 4 Ω

Technology magnetodynamic

Dimensions 168x139x36mm

Connection screw terminal

IP protection degree 55

Fixing included 3M sticker / 3 screws

Operating temperature 0°C ÷ 80°C

Material PC/ABS

Weight 540g

Operating voltage 100V

RMS power 20W

Transformer impedance 4 Ω

Technology magnetodynamic

Dimensions 168x139x36mm

Connection double screw terminal

IP protection degree 55

Fixing included 3M sticker / 3 screws

Operating temperature 0°C ÷ 80°C

Material PC/ABS

Weight 540g

RMS power 20W

Transformer impedance 4 Ω

Technology magnetodynamic

Dimensions 168x139x36mm

Connection screw terminal

IP protection degree 55

Fixing included 3M sticker / 3 screws

Operating temperature 0°C ÷ 80°C

Material PC/ABS

Weight 200g
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